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To cite this version: A fundamental problem always arises: that of modifying the models so as to accommodate the observed peripheral structure. We postpone a detailed description of these modifications for the moment. As we shall see, once they are incorporated,models of the second type agree as well with experiment as those of the first group with bounded temperature. ,Therefore it must be emphasized that the success of the Two essentially different approaches have emerged to overcome these difficulties. The first one retains the basic element of FM-production in a fixed volume (I), and tries to imrpove it: Lorentz invariant phase + -+ space (LIPS, dp/E instead of dp) was introduced, but this was inadequate [5] ; different equilibrium volumes v(~) for pions, kaons etc. were assumed (e.g. Another line is surprisingly poorly known among western physicists although it is represented by dozens of Soviet (and some Japanese) publications.
We shall describe it in somewhat greater detail.
(For a short review see also E.L. Feinberg, Physics
Reports 50 (1972) 238, sect. 5). It originates with papers by Pomeranchuck [ 9 ] and Landau [lo] . Its basic pattern is quite close to the one briefly sketched in a very old paper by Heisenberg [2] which, as a matter of fact, was already forgotten in the early fifties.
Pomeranchuck noticed that the FM is not self-consistent.
The model uses a space-time description wherein the interactions are strong enough to stop the projectiles completely within the free path - The distribution in rapidity a of the elements, when T = Tc, as calculated from the equations of relativistic hydrodynamics, turns out to be Gaussian, (after some improvements and corrections [ll] ).
Moreover, the thermal gas motion at T : m within c The Landau solution to the equations of relativistic hydrodynamics is not complete and should be supplemented with the "propagating wave" [13] . This wave front carries away little entropy (-one particle in each CMS cone, and therefore cannot be safely calculated in the quasiclassical theory), but much energy (few tens of percents of 6).
Moreover, in references [lo, 1 4 it was assumed that after overlapping of the nucleons within VF, the subsequent flow is isentropic. In fact, dissipation continues much longer [14,15J, and the multiplicity given by Landau,
is too low, it should rather be (an estimate [15] )
The smaller s, the relatively larger is the part of the expansion process which is dissipative. The hydrodynamical equations were extensively studied starting from quantum field theory [17, 19] . In particular, some connections between the equation of state and the renormalizability of interaction
Hamiltonian were pointed out. 1. For collisions with K + 1.
2. For calculation of those characteristics which are independent of the hydrodynamical flow distribution (above all for composition), or are not very 3 sensitive to it (e.g. pT distribution at s < 10 GeV). In other cases a most difficult problem a.rises:
how to combine statistics with peripherality? Thus a mixed, SP approach arose. At first, it was assumed that colliding particles exchanged a pion, and having been thus excited, decayed statistically [20] .
Although now similar models are popular again, preference was later given to other versions (see e.g.
[21]).
In general, we can enumerate five main lines of approach. a) Some people pay no attention to peripherality at all, and apply the PLM directly [23-24,281, evidently hoping that in some way the initial nucleons will escape. Maybe the "propagating wave" can help in this respect, but so far no convincing model can be pointed to.
b) It is possible to take into account the large angular momentum of the system to describe non zero impact parameters. Such an attempt is due to Fermi e) The arbitrary elements common to all these approaches are to a considerable extent avoided in a theory using the Bethe-Salpeter equation [26] . It enables one to connect the inelastic processes with the elastic amplitude (thus reducing the arbitrariness) 2 and leads (for s >> lo4 GeV ) to the multi-fireball The description of its decay calls for hydrodynamics.
In a version of the model which assures the correct intercepts for the P and P' trajectories (i.e. correct pre-asymptotic total cross section behaviour), the multiplicity distribution is obtained as in figure 1. For moderate energy (s < 100 G~v', when KG = M -2 t 5 GeV) all these patterns (except [251 ) reduce to a single statistical subsystem at rest in the CMS. The hydrodynamical rapidity distribution (3) obtained theoretically for large s, automatically leads to statistics when s decreases [28] .
In fact, 4 (a) + 6(a), and thus the final distributions of particles reduce to the thermal ones with T = Tc. (Fig. 2) . At E 5 30 GeV, <n> can be L reconciled with (6). The < p > dependence on the mass T of particles is given satisfactorily. Even the s-dependence of separate channel cross sections is given reasonably [22] . All this holds provided particles belonging to the statistical subsystem are cdrefully selected (leading or fragmentation particles being treated separately). Of course, the accuracy for systems of rather small n is low.
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Straightforward applications of the PLV to pion spectra, and to some correlation coefficients, in references [23, 24, 32] property was found in references [23] and [23al as well. However, in reference [23] the thermal motion was neglected, although it is most essential at least at low and moderate s, and throughout peripherality was not taken into account. Therefore, further scrutiny of the results is necessary. In particular, we may expect that nucleon spectra in NN and rrN collisions would reveal a considerable discrepancy.
We shall not enter into further details but instead go over to the widely known Hagedorn model i6-81. As has already been mentioned, this is one of the SP models. Its specific features are: 1) Statistical production takes place within the overlapping elements of peripherally colliding nucleons. Furthermore, these elements participate in a "macroscopic" flow described by two functions, F and Fo, determined from fitting final particle spectra to experiment.
2) It is asserted that the temperature of the hadron matter never exceeds T = 130 -160 MeV, i.e. T -m . But it was easily removed by rejecting the unnecessary (and a rather suspicious) assumption [6-81 that the macroscopic relative velocity distribution is unique for -10 < s < lo3 G~v~, i.e., the functions F and Fo were allowed to depend on s. This is exactly the situation in the theory of reference [26] .
However, even a large number of particles is not a necessary condition for statistics, as has been already understood in classical mechanics (see e.g. [33J). The decisive circumstance is dynamical stability or instability of particle trajectories.
If an arbitrary small displacement Ar(t ) at t = to leads to an exponentially increasing deviation of the trajectory from the unperturbed one, Ar(t) - Obviously, in the course of expansion, there are no definite particles. This is simply a "boiling operator liquid", as Pomeranchuck once said some twenty years ago.
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